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Abstract
We continue the study of covering complexity of constraint satisfaction problems (CSPs) initi-
ated by Guruswami, Ha˚stad and Sudan [SIAM J. Computing, 31(6):1663–1686, 2002] and Dinur
and Kol [In Proc. 28th IEEE Conference on Computational Complexity, 2013]. The covering number
of a CSP instance Φ, denoted by νpΦq is the smallest number of assignments to the variables of
Φ, such that each constraint of Φ is satisfied by at least one of the assignments. We show the fol-
lowing results regarding how well efficient algorithms can approximate the covering number
of a given CSP instance.
1. Assuming a covering unique games conjecture, introduced by Dinur and Kol, we show that
for every non-odd predicate P over any constant sized alphabet and every integer K , it
is NP-hard to distinguish between P -CSP instances (i.e., CSP instances where all the con-
straints are of type P ) which are coverable by a constant number of assignments and those
whose covering number is at leastK . Previously, Dinur and Kol, using the same covering
unique games conjecture, had shown a similar hardness result for every non-odd pred-
icate over the Boolean alphabet that supports a pairwise independent distribution. Our
generalization yields a complete characterization of CSPs over constant sized alphabet
Σ that are hard to cover since CSPs over odd predicates are trivially coverable with |Σ|
assignments.
2. For a large class of predicates that are contained in the 2k-LIN predicate, we show that it
is quasi-NP-hard to distinguish between instances which have covering number at most
two and covering number at least Ωplog lognq. This generalizes the 4-LIN result of Dinur
and Kol that states it is quasi-NP-hard to distinguish between 4-LIN-CSP instances which
have covering number at most two and covering number at least Ωplog log lognq.
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1 Introduction
One of the central (yet unresolved) questions in inapproximability is the problem of coloring a
(hyper)graph with as few colors as possible. A (hyper)graphG “ pV,Eq is said to be k-colorable if
there exists a coloring c : V Ñ rks :“ t0, 1, 2, . . . , k ´ 1u of the vertices such that no (hyper)edge of
G is monochromatic. The chromatic number of a (hyper)graph, denoted by χpGq, is the smallest
k such that G is k-colorable. It is known that computing χpGq to within a multiplicative factor of
n1´ε on an n-sized graph G for every ε P p0, 1q is NP-hard. However, the complexity of the fol-
lowing problem is not yet completely understood: given a constant-colorable (hyper)graph, what
is the minimum number of colors required to color the vertices of the graph efficiently such that
every edge is non-monochromatic? The current best approximation algorithms for this problem
require at least nΩp1q colors while the hardness results are far from proving optimality of these
approximation algorithms (see § 1.3 for a discussion on recent work in this area).
The notion of covering complexity was introduced by Guruswami, Ha˚stad and Sudan [GHS02]
and more formally by Dinur and Kol [DK13] to obtain a better understanding of the complexity
of this problem. Let P be a predicate and Φ an instance of a constraint satisfaction problem (CSP)
over n variables, where each constraint in Φ is a constraint of type P over the n variables and
their negations. We will refer to such CSPs as P -CSPs. The covering number of Φ, denoted by νpΦq,
is the smallest number of assignments to the variables such that each constraint of Φ is satisfied
by at least one of the assignments, in which case we say that the set of assignments covers the
instance Φ. If c assignments cover the instance Φ, we say that Φ is c-coverable or equivalently that
the set of assignments form a c-covering for Φ. The covering number is a generalization of the
notion of chromatic number (to be more precise, the logarithm of the the chromatic number) to all
predicates in the following sense. Suppose P is the not-all-equal predicate NAE and the instance
Φ has no negations in any of its constraints, then the covering number νpΦq is exactly rlog χpGΦqs
where GΦ is the underlying constraint graph of the instance Φ.
Cover-P refers to the problem of finding the covering number of a given P -CSP instance.
Finding the exact covering number for most interesting predicates P is NP-hard. We therefore
study the problem of approximating the covering number. In particular, we would like to study
the complexity of the following problem, denoted by COVERING-P -CSPpc, sq, for some 1 ď c ă
s P N: “given a c-coverable P -CSP instance Φ, find an s-covering for Φ”. Similar problems have
been studied for the Max-CSP setting: “for 0 ă s ă c ď 1, “given a c-satisfiable P -CSP instance
Φ, find an s-satisfying assignment for Φ”. Max-CSPs and Cover-CSPs, as observed by Dinur and
Kol [DK13], are very different problems. For instance, if P is an odd predicate, i.e, if for every
assignment x, either x or its negation x ` 1 satisfies P , then any P -CSP instance Φ has a trivial
two covering, any assignment and its negation. Thus, 3-LIN and 3-CNF1, being odd predicates, are
easy to cover though they are hard predicates in the Max-CSP setting. The main result of Dinur
and Kol is that the 4-LIN predicate, in contrast to the above, is hard to cover: for every constant
t ě 2, COVERING-4-LIN-CSPp2, tq is NP-hard. In fact, their arguments show that COVERING-4-LIN-
CSPp2,Ωplog log log nqq is quasi-NP-hard.
Having observed that odd predicate based CSPs are easy to cover, Dinur and Kol proceeded to
ask the question “are all non-odd-predicate CSPs hard to cover?”. In a partial answer to this ques-
tion, they showed that assuming a covering variant of the unique games conjecture COVERING-
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3-LIN : t0, 1u3 Ñ t0, 1u refers to the 3-bit predicate defined by 3-LINpx1, x2, x3q :“ x1 ‘ x2 ‘ x3 while 3-CNF :
t0, 1u3 Ñ t0, 1u refers to the 3-bit predicate defined by 3-CNFpx1, x2, x3q :“ x1 _ x2 _ x3
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UGCpcq, if a predicate P is not odd and there is a balanced pairwise independent distribution on
its support, then for all constants k, COVERING-P -CSPp2c, kq is NP-hard (here, c is a fixed constant
that depends on the covering variant of the unique games conjecture COVERING-UGCpcq). See § 2
for the exact definition of the covering variant of the unique games conjecture.
1.1 Our Results
Our first result states that assuming the same covering variant of unique games conjecture COVERING-
UGCpcq of Dinur and Kol [DK13], one can in fact show the covering hardness of all non-odd pred-
icates P over any constant-sized alphabet rqs. The notion of odd predicate can be extended to any
alphabet in the following natural way: a predicate P Ď rqsk is odd if for all assignments x P rqsk,
there exists a P rqs such that the assignment x` a satisfies P .
Theorem 1.1 (Covering hardness of non-odd predicates) Assuming COVERING-UGCpcq, for any
constant-sized alphabet rqs, any constant k P N and any non-odd predicate P Ď rqsk, for all constants
t P N, the COVERING-P -CSPp2cq, tq problem is NP-hard.
Since odd predicates P Ď rqsk are trivially coverable with q assignments, the above theorem,
gives a full characterization of hard-to-cover predicates over any constant sized alphabet (modulo the
covering variant of the unique games conjecture): a predicate is hard to cover iff it is not odd.
We then ask if we can prove similar covering hardness results undermore standard complexity
assumptions (such as NP‰P or the exponential-time hypothesis (ETH)). Thoughwe are not able to
prove that every non-odd predicate is hard under these assumptions, we give sufficient conditions
on the predicate P for the corresponding approximate covering problem to be quasi-NP-hard.
Recall that 2k-LIN Ď t0, 1u2k is the predicate corresponding to the set of odd parity strings in
t0, 1u2k .
Theorem 1.2 (NP-hardness of Covering) Let k ě 2. Let P Ď 2k-LIN be any 2k-bit predicate such
there exists distributions P0,P1 supported on t0, 1uk with the following properties:
1. the marginals of P0 and P1 on all k coordinates is uniform,
2. every a P supppP0q has even parity and every b P supppP1q has odd parity and furthermore, both
a ¨ b, b ¨ a P P .
Then, unless NP Ď DTIMEp2poly lognq, for all ε P p0, 1{2s, COVERING-P -CSPp2, Ωplog log nqq is
not solvable in polynomial time.
Furthermore, the YES and NO instances of COVERING-P -CSPp2,Ωplog log nqq satisfy the following
properties.
• YES Case : There are 2 assignments such that each of them covers 1 ´ ε fraction of the constraints
and they together cover the instance.
• NO Case : Even the 2k-LIN-CSP instance with the same constraint graph as the given instance is
not Ωplog log nq-coverable.
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The furthermore clause in the soundness guarantee is in fact a strengthening for the following
reason: if two predicates P,Q satisfy P Ď Q and Φ is a c-coverable P -CSP instance, then the Q-
CSP instance ΦPÑQ obtained by taking the constraint graph of Φ and replacing each P constraint
with the weaker Q constraint, is also c-coverable.
The following is a simple corollary of the above theorem.
Corollary 1.3 Let k ě 2 be even, x, y P t0, 1uk be distinct strings having even and odd parity respectively
and x, y denote the complements of x and y respectively. For any predicate P satisfying
2k-LIN Ě P Ě tx ¨ y, x ¨ y, x ¨ y, x ¨ y, y ¨ x, y ¨ x, y ¨ x, y ¨ xu,
unless NP Ď DTIMEp2poly lognq, the problem COVERING-P -CSPp2,Ωplog log nqq is not solvable in
polynomial time.
This corollary implies the covering hardness of 4-LIN predicate proved byDinur andKol [DK13]
by setting x :“ 00 and y :“ 01. With respect to the covering hardness of 4-LIN, we note that we
can considerably simplify the proof of Dinur and Kol and in fact obtain a even stronger soundness
guarantee (see Theorem below). The stronger soundness guarantee in the theorem below states
that there are no large (ě 1{poly log n fractional sized) independent sets in the constraint graph
and hence, even the 4-NAE-CSP instance2 with the same constraint graph as the given instance is
not coverable using Ωplog log nq assignments. Both the Dinur-Kol result and the above corollary
only guarantee (in the soundness case) that the 4-LIN-CSP instance is not coverable.
Theorem 1.4 (Hardness of Covering 4-LIN) Assuming that NP Ę DTIMEp2poly lognq, for all ε P
p0, 1q, there does not exist a polynomial time algorithm that can distinguish between 4-LIN-CSP instances
of the following two types:
• YES Case : There are 2 assignments such that each of them covers 1 ´ ε fraction of the constraints,
and they together cover the entire instance.
• NO Case : The largest independent set in the constraint graph of the instance is of fractional size at
most 1{poly log n.
1.2 Techniques
As one would expect, our proofs are very much inspired from the corresponding proofs in Dinur
and Kol [DK13]. One of the main complications in the proof of Dinur and Kol [DK13] (as also
in the earlier work of Guruswami, Ha˚stad and Sudan [GHS02]) was the one of handling several
assignments simultaneously while proving the soundness analysis. For this purpose, both these
works considered the rejection probability that all the assignments violated the constraint. This
resulted in a very tedious expression for the rejection probability, which made the rest of the proof
fairly involved. Khot [Kho02] observed that this can be considerably simplified if one instead
proved a stronger soundness guarantee that the largest independent set in the constraint graph is
small (this might not always be doable, but in the cases when it is, it simplifies the analysis). We
list below the further improvements in the proof that yield our Theorems 1.1, 1.2 and 1.4.
2The k-NAE predicate over k bits is given by k-NAE “ t0, 1ukzt0, 1u.
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Covering hardness of 4-LIN (Theorem 1.4): The simplified proof of the covering hardness
of 4-LIN follows directly from the above observation of using an independent set analysis instead
of working with several assignments. In fact, this alternate proof eliminates the need for using
results about correlated spaces [Mos10], which was crucial in the Dinur-Kol setting. We further
note that the quantitative improvement in the covering hardness (Ωplog log nq overΩplog log log nq)
comes from using a LABEL-COVER instance with a better smoothness property (see Theorem 2.5).
Covering UG-hardness for non-odd predicates (Theorem 1.1): Having observed that it suf-
fices to prove an independent set analysis, we observed that only very mild conditions on the
predicate are required to prove covering hardness. In particular, while Dinur and Kol used the
Austrin-Mossel test [AM09] which required pairwise independence, we are able to import the
long-code test of Bansal and Khot [BK10] which requires only 1-wise independence. We remark
that the Bansal-Khot Test was designed for a specific predicate (hardness of finding independent
sets in almost k-partite k-uniform hypergraphs) and had imperfect completeness. Our improve-
ment comes from observing that their test requires only 1-wise independence and furthermore
that their completeness condition, though imperfect, can be adapted to give a 2-cover composed
of 2 nearly satisfying assignments. This enlarges the class of non-odd predicates for which one
can prove covering hardness (see Theorem 3.1). We then perform a sequence of reductions from
this class of CSP instances to CSP instances over all non-odd predicates to obtain the final result.
Interestingly, one of the open problemsmentioned in the work of Dinur and Kol [DK13] was to de-
vise “direct” reductions between covering problems. The reductions we employ, strictly speaking,
are not “direct” reductions between covering problems, since they rely on a stronger soundness
guarantee for the source instance (namely, large covering number even for the NAE instance on
the same constraint graph), which we are able to prove in Theorem 3.1.
Quasi-NP-hardness result (Theorem 1.2): In this setting, we unfortunately are not able to
use the simplification arising from using the independent set analysis and have to deal with the
issue of several assignments. One of the steps in the 4-LIN proof of Dinur and Kol (as in several
others results in this area) involves showing that a expression of the form EpX,Y q rF pXqF pY qs is not
too negative where pX,Y q is not necessarily a product distribution but themarginals on theX and
Y parts are identical. Observe that if pX,Y qwas a product distribution, then the above expressions
reduces to pEX rF pXqsq2, a positive quantity. Thus, the steps in the proof involve constructing a
tailor-made distribution pX,Y q such that the error in going from the correlated probability space
pX,Y q to the product distribution pX b Y q is not too much. More precisely, the quantityˇˇˇˇ
E
pX,Y q
rF pXqF pY qs ´ E
X
rF pXqs E
Y
rF pY qs
ˇˇˇˇ
,
is small. Dinur and Kol used a distribution tailor-made for the 4-LIN predicate and used an invari-
ance principle for correlated spaces to bound the error while transforming it to a product distribu-
tion. Our improvement comes from observing that one could use an alternate invariance principle
(see Theorem 2.8) that works with milder restrictions and hence works for a wider class of predi-
cates. This invariance principle for correlated spaces (Theorem 2.8) is an adaptation of invariance
principles proved by Wenner [Wen13] and Guruswami and Lee [GL15] in similar contexts. The
rest of the proof is similar to the 4-LIN covering hardness proof of Dinur and Kol.
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1.3 Recent work on approximate coloring
We remark that recently, with the discovery of the short code [BGH`12], there has been a sequence
of works [DG13, GHH`14, KS14, Var14] which have considerably improved the status of the ap-
proximate coloring question, stated in the beginning of the introduction. In particular, we know
that it is quasi-NP-hard to color a 2-colorable 8-uniform hypergraph with 2plog nq
c
colors for some
constant c P p0, 1q. Stated in terms of covering number, this result states that it is quasi-NP-hard
to cover a 1-coverable 8-NAE-CSP instance with plog nqc assignments. It is to be noted that these
results pertain to the covering complexity of specific predicates (such as NAE) whereas our results
are concerned with classifying which predicates are hard to cover. It would be interesting if The-
orem 1.2 and Theorem 1.4 can be improved to obtain similar hardness results (i.e., poly log n as
opposed to poly log log n). The main bottleneck here seems to be reducing the uniformity param-
eter (namely, from 8).
Organization
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We start with some preliminaries of LABEL-COVER,
covering CSPs and Fourier analysis in § 2. Theorems 1.1, 1.2 and 1.4 are proved in Sections 3, 4
and 5 respectively.
2 Preliminaries
2.1 Covering CSPs
We will denote the set t0, 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ q ´ 1u by rqs. For a P rqs, a¯ P rqsk is the element with a in all the k
coordinates (where k and q will be implicit from the context).
Definition 2.1 (P -CSP) For a predicate P Ď rqsk , an instance of P -CSP is given by a (hyper)graph
G “ pV,Eq, referred to as the constraint graph, and a literals function L : E Ñ rqsk, where V is a set
of variables and E Ď V k is a set of constraints. An assignment f : V Ñ rqs is said to cover a constraint
e “ pv1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , vkq P E, if pfpv1q, ¨ ¨ ¨ , fpvkqq ` Lpeq P P , where addition is coordinate-wise modulo q. A
set of assignments F “ tf1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , fcu is said to cover pG,Lq, if for every e P E, there is some fi P F that
covers e and F is said to be a c-covering for G. G is said to be c-coverable if there is a c-covering for G. If
L is not specified then it is the constant function which maps E to 0¯.
Definition 2.2 (COVERING-P -CSPpc, sq) For P Ď rqsk and c, s P N, the COVERING-P -CSPpc, sq
problem is, given a c-coverable instance pG “ pV,Eq, Lq of P -CSP, find an s-covering.
Definition 2.3 (Odd) A predicate P Ď rqsk is odd if @x P rqsk, Da P rqs, x ` a¯ P P , where addition is
coordinate-wise modulo q.
For odd predicates the covering problem is trivially solvable, since any CSP instance on such a
predicate is q-coverable by the q translates of any assignment, i.e., tx` a¯ | a P rqsu is a q-covering
for any assignment x P rqsk.
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2.2 Label Cover
Definition 2.4 (LABEL-COVER) An instance G “ pU, V,E,L,R, tπeuePEq of the LABEL-COVER con-
straint satisfaction problem consists of a bi-regular bipartite graph pU, V,Eq, two sets of alphabets L and R
and a projection map πe : R Ñ L for every edge e P E. Given a labeling ℓ : U Ñ L, ℓ : V Ñ R, an edge
e “ pu, vq is said to be satisfied by ℓ if πepℓpvqq “ ℓpuq.
G is said to be at most δ-satisfiable if every labeling satisfies at most a δ fraction of the edges. G is said
to be c-coverable if there exist c labelings such that for every vertex u P U , one of the labelings satisfies all
the edges incident on u.
An instance of UNIQUE-GAMES is a label cover instance where L “ R and the constraints π are
permutations.
The hardness of LABEL-COVER stated below follows from the PCP Theorem [AS98, ALM`98],
Raz’s Parallel Repetition Theorem [Raz98] and a structural property proved by Ha˚stad [Ha˚s01,
Lemma 6.9].
Theorem 2.5 (Hardness of LABEL-COVER) For every r P N, there is a deterministic nOprq-time reduc-
tion from a 3-SAT instance of size n to an instance G “ pU, V,E, rLs, rRs, tπeuePEq of LABEL-COVER
with the following properties:
1. |U |, |V | ď nOprq; L,R ď 2Oprq; G is bi-regular with degrees bounded by 2Oprq.
2. There exists a constant c0 P p0, 1{3q such that for any v P V and α Ď rRs, for a random neighbor u,
E
u
“|πuvpαq|´1‰ ď |α|´2c0 .
This implies that
@v, α, Pru r|πuvpαq| ă |α|c0 s ď 1|α|c0 .
3. There is a constant d0 P p0, 1q such that,
• YES Case : If the 3-SAT instance is satisfiable, then G is 1-coverable.
• NO Case : If the 3-SAT instance is unsatisfiable, then G is at most 2´d0r-satisfiable.
Our characterization of hardness of covering CSPs is based on the following conjecture due to
Dinur and Kol [DK13].
Conjecture 2.6 (COVERING-UGCpcq) There exists c P N such that for every sufficiently small δ ą 0
there exists L P N such that the following holds. Given a an instance G “ pU, V,E, rLs, rLs, tπeuePEq of
UNIQUE-GAMES it is NP-hard to distinguish between the following two cases:
• YES case: There exist c assignments such that for every vertex u P U , at least one of the assignments
satisfies all the edges touching u.
• NO case: Every assignment satisfies at most δ fraction of the edge constraints.
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2.3 Analysis of Boolean Function over Probability Spaces
For a function f : t0, 1uL Ñ R, the Fourier decomposition of f is given by
fpxq “
ÿ
αPt0,1uL
pfpαqχαpxq where χαpxq :“ p´1qřLi“1 αi¨xi and pfpαq :“ E
xPt0,1uL
fpxqχαpxq.
We will use α, also to denote the subset of rLs for which it is the characteristic vector. The Efron-
Stein decomposition is a generalization of the Fourier decomposition to product distributions of
arbitrary probability spaces. Let pΩ, µq be a probability space and pΩL, µbLq be the corresponding
product space. For a function f : ΩL Ñ R, the Efron-Stein decomposition of f with respect to the
product space is given by
fpx1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xLq “
ÿ
βĎrLs
fβpxq,
where fβ depends only on xi for i P β and for all β1 Ğ β, a P Ωβ1 , ExPµbR
“
fβpxq | xβ1 “ a
‰ “ 0.
We will be dealing with functions of the form f : t0, 1udL Ñ R for d P N and d-to-1 functions
π : rdLs Ñ rLs. We will also think of such functions as f :śiPL Ωi Ñ R whereΩi “ t0, 1ud consists
of the d coordinates j such that πpjq “ i. An Efron-Stein decomposition of f : śiPL Ωi Ñ R over
the uniform distribution over t0, 1udL , can be obtained from the Fourier decomposition as
fβpxq “
ÿ
αĎrdLs:πpαq“β
pfpαqχα. (2.1)
Let }f}2 :“ ExPµbLrfpxq2s1{2 and }f}8 :“ maxxPΩbL |fpxq| . For i P rLs, the influence of the ith
coordinate on f is defined as follows.
Infirf s :“ E
x1,¨¨¨ ,xi´1,xi`1,¨¨¨ ,xL
Varxirfpx1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xLqs “
ÿ
β:iPβ
}fβ}22.
For an integer d, the degree d influence is defined as
Infďdi rf s :“
ÿ
β:iPβ,|β|ďd
}fβ}22.
It is easy to see that for Boolean functions, the sum of all the degree d influences is at most d.
Let pΩk, µq be a probability space. Let S “ tx P Ωk | µpxq ą 0u. We say that S Ď Ωk is connected
if for every x, y P S, there is a sequence of strings starting with x and endingwith y such that every
element in the sequence is in S and every two adjacent elements differ in exactly one coordinate.
Theorem 2.7 ([Mos10, Proposition 6.4]) Let pΩk, µq be a probability space such that the support of the
distribution supppµq Ď Ωk is connected and the minimum probability of every atom in supppµq is at least
α for some α P p0, 1
2
s. Then there exists continuous functions Γ : p0, 1q Ñ p0, 1q and Γ : p0, 1q Ñ p0, 1q
such that the following holds: For every ε ą 0, there exists τ ą 0 and an integer d such that if a function
f : ΩL Ñ r0, 1s satisfies
@i P rns, Infďdi pfq ď τ
then
Γ
ˆ
E
µ
rf s
˙
´ ε ď E
px1,...,xkq„µ
«
kź
j“1
fpxjq
ff
ď Γ
ˆ
E
µ
rf s
˙
` ε.
There exists an absolute constant C such that one can take τ “ εC logp
1{αq logp1{εq
εα2 and d “ logp1{τq logp1{αq.
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The following invariance principle for correlated spaces proved in Appendix A is an adap-
tation of similar invariance principles (c.f., [Wen13, Theorem 3.12],[GL15, Lemma A.1]) to our
setting.
Theorem 2.8 (Invariance Principle for correlated spaces) Let pΩk1ˆΩk2, µq be a correlated probability
space such that the marginal of µ on any pair of coordinates one each from Ω1 and Ω2 is a product distribu-
tion. Let µ1, µ2 be the marginals of µ on Ω
k
1 and Ω
k
2 respectively. Let X,Y be two random k ˆ L dimen-
sional matrices chosen as follows: independently for every i P rLs, the pair of columns pxi, yiq P Ωk1 ˆ Ωk2
is chosen from µ. Let xi, yi denote the ith rows of X and Y respectively. If F : Ω
L
1 Ñ r´1,`1s and
G : ΩL2 Ñ r´1,`1s are functions such that
τ :“
dÿ
iPrLs
InfirF s ¨ InfirGs and Γ :“ max
$&%
d ÿ
iPrLs
InfirF s,
d ÿ
iPrLs
InfirGs
,.- ,
then ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ E
pX,Y qPµbL
»–ź
iPrks
F pxiqGpyiq
fifl´ E
XPµbL1
»–ź
iPrks
F pxiq
fifl E
Y PµbL2
»–ź
iPrks
Gpyiq
fiflˇˇˇˇˇˇ ď 2OpkqΓτ. (2.2)
3 UG Hardness of Covering
In this section, we prove the following theorem, which in turn implies Theorem 1.1 (see below for
proof).
Theorem 3.1 Let rqs be any constant sized alphabet and k ě 2. Recall that NAE :“ rqskztb¯ | b P rqsu.
Let P Ď rqsk be a predicate such that there exists a P NAE and NAE Ą P Ě ta ` b¯ | b P rqsu. Assuming
COVERING-UGCpcq, for every sufficiently small constant δ ą 0 it is NP-hard to distinguish between
P -CSP instances G “ pV, Eq of the following two cases:
• YES Case : G is 2c-coverable.
• NO Case : G does not have an independent set of fractional size δ.
Proof: [Proof of Theorem 1.1] LetQ be an arbitrary non odd predicate, i.e,Q Ď rqskzth` b¯ | b P rqsu
for some h P rqsk. Consider the predicateQ1 Ď rqsk defined asQ1 :“ Q´h. Observe thatQ1 Ď NAE.
Given any Q1-CSP instance Φ with literals function Lpeq “ 0, consider the Q-CSP instance ΦQ1ÑQ
with literals function M given by Mpeq :“ h,@e. It has the same constraint graph as Φ. Clearly,
Φ is c-coverable iff ΦQ1ÑQ is c-coverable. Thus, it suffices to prove the result for any predicate
Q1 Ď NAE with literals function Lpeq “ 03. We will consider two cases, both of which will follow
from Theorem 3.1.
Suppose the predicate Q1 satisfies Q1 Ě ta ` b¯ | b P rqsu for some a P rqsk. Then this predicate
Q1 satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 3.1 and the theorem follows if we show that the soundness
3This observation [DK13] that the cover-Q problem for any non-odd predicateQ is equivalent to the cover-Q1 prob-
lem where Q1 Ď NAE shows the centrality of the NAE predicate in understanding the covering complexity of any
non-odd predicate.
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guarantee of Theorem 3.1 implies that in Theorem 1.1. Any instance in the NO case of Theo-
rem 3.1, is not t :“ logqp1{δq-coverable even on the NAE-CSP instance with the same constraint
graph. This is because any t-covering for the NAE-CSP instance gives a coloring of the constraint
graph using qt colors, by choosing the color of every variable to be a string of length t and hav-
ing the corresponding assignments in each position in rts. Hence the Q1-CSP instance is also not
t-coverable.
SupposeQ1 Ğ ta` b¯ | b P rqsu for all a P rqsk. Then consider the predicate P “ ta` b¯ | a P Q1, b P
rqsu Ď NAE. Notice that P satisfies the conditions of Theorem 3.1 and if the P -CSP instance is t-
coverable then the Q1-CSP instance is qt-coverable. Hence an YES instance of Theorem 3.1 maps
to a 2cq-coverable Q-CSP instance and NO instance maps to an instance with covering number at
least logqp1{δq.
We now prove Theorem 3.1 by giving a reduction from an instance G “ pU, V,E, rLs, rLs,
tπeuePEq of UNIQUE-GAMES as in Definition 2.4, to an instance G “ pV, Eq of a P -CSP for any
predicate P that satisfies the conditions mentioned. As stated in the introduction, we adapt the
long-code test of Bansal and Khot [BK10] for proving the hardness of finding independent sets in
almost k-partite k-uniform hypergraphs to our setting. The set of variables V is V ˆ rqs2L. Any
assignment to V is given by a set of functions fv : rqs2L Ñ rqs, for each v P V . The set of constraints
E is given by the following test which checks whether fv’s are long codes of a good labeling to V .
There is a constraint corresponding to all the variables that are queried together by the test.
Long Code Test T1
1. Choose u P U uniformly and k neighbors w1, . . . , wk P V of u uniformly and independently
at random.
2. Choose a randommatrixX of dimension kˆ 2L as follows. LetXi denote the ith column of
X. Independently for each i P rLs, choose pXi,Xi`Lq uniformly at random from the set
S :“
!
py, y1q P rqsk ˆ rqsk | y P ta` b¯ | b P rqsu _ y1 P ta` b¯ | b P rqsu
)
. (3.1)
3. Let x1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xk be the rows of matrix X. Accept iff
pfw1px1 ˝ πuw1q, fw2px2 ˝ πuw2q, ¨ ¨ ¨ , fwkpxk ˝ πuwkqq P P,
where x ˝ π is the string defined as px ˝ πqpiq :“ xπpiq for i P rLs and px ˝ πqpiq :“ xπpi´Lq`L
otherwise.
Lemma 3.2 (Completeness) If the UNIQUE-GAMES instanceG is c-coverable then the P -CSP instance
G is 2c-coverable.
Proof: Let ℓ1, . . . , ℓc : U Y V Ñ rLs be a c-covering for G as described in Definition 2.4. We
will show that the 2c assignments given by f ivpxq :“ xℓipvq, givpxq :“ xℓipvq`L, i “ 1, . . . , c form
a 2c-covering of G. Consider any u P U and let ℓi be the labeling that covers all the edges in-
cident on u. For any pu,wjqjPt1,¨¨¨ ,ku P E and X chosen by the long code test T1, the vector
pf iw1px1 ˝ πuw1q, ¨ ¨ ¨ , f iwkpxk ˝ πuwkqq gives the ℓipuqth column of X. Similarly the above expres-
sion corresponding to gi gives the pℓipuq ` Lqth column of the matrix X. Since, for all i P rLs,
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either ith column or pi ` Lqth column of X contains element from ta ` b¯ | b P rqsu Ď P , either
pf iw1px1 ˝ πuw1q, ¨ ¨ ¨ , f iwkpxk ˝ πuwkqq P P or pgiw1px1 ˝ πuw1q, ¨ ¨ ¨ , giwkpxk ˝ πuwkqq P P . Hence the set
of 2c assignments tf iv, givuiPt1,¨¨¨ ,cu covers all constraints in G.
To prove soundness, we show that the set S, as defined in Equation (3.1), is connected, so that
Theorem 2.7 is applicable. For this, we view S Ď rqsk ˆ rqsk as a subset of prqs2qk as follows: the
element py, y1q P S is mapped to the element ppy1, y11q, ¨ ¨ ¨ , pyk, y1kqq P prqs2qk.
Claim 3.3 Let Ω “ rqs2. The set S Ă Ωk is connected.
Proof: Consider any x :“ px1, x2q, y :“ py1, y2q P S Ă rqsk ˆ rqsk. Suppose both x1, y1 P ta ` b¯ |
b P rqsu, then it is easy to come up with a sequence of strings belonging to S, starting with x
and ending with y such that consecutive strings differ in at most 1 coordinate,. Now suppose
x1, y2 P ta` b¯ | b P rqsu. First we come upwith a sequence from x to z :“ pz1, z2q such that z1 :“ x1
and z2 “ y2, and then another sequence for z to y.
Lemma 3.4 (Soundness) For every constant δ ą 0, there exists a constant s such that, if G is at most
s-satisfiable then G does not have an independent set of size δ.
Proof: Let I Ď V be an independent set of fractional size δ in the constraint graph. For every
variable v P V , let fv : rqs2L Ñ t0, 1u be the indicator function of the independent set restricted to
the vertices that correspond to v. For a vertex u P U , letNpuq Ď V be the set of neighbors of u and
define fupxq :“ EwPNpuqrfwpx ˝ πuwqs. Since I is an independent set, we have
0 “ E
u,wi,...,wk
E
X„T1
«
kź
i“1
fwipxi ˝ πuwiq
ff
“ E
u
E
X„T1
«
kź
i“1
fupxiq
ff
. (3.2)
Since the bipartite graph pU, V,Eq is left regular and |I| ě δ|V |, we have Eu,xrfupxqs ě δ. By an
averaging argument, for at least δ
2
fraction of the vertices u P U , Exrfupxqs ě δ2 . Call a vertex
u P U good if it satisfies this property. A string x P rqs2L can be thought as an element from
prqs2qL by grouping the pair of coordinates xi, xi`L. Let x P prqs2qL denotes this grouping of x,
i.e., jth coordinate of x is pxj , xj`Lq P rqs2. With this grouping, the function fu can be viewed as
fu : prqs2qL Ñ t0, 1u. From Equation (3.2), we have that for any u P U ,
E
X„T1
«
kź
i“1
fupxiq
ff
“ 0.
By Claim 3.3, for all j P rLs the tuple ppx1qj , . . . , pxkqjq (corresponding to columns pXj ,Xj`Lq ofX)
is sampled from a distribution whose support is a connected set. Hence for a good vertex u P U ,
we can apply Theorem 2.7 with ε “ Γpδ{2q{2 to get that there exists j P rLs, d P N, τ ą 0 such
that Infďdj pfuq ą τ . We will use this fact to give a randomized labeling for G. Labels for vertices
w P V, u P U will be chosen uniformly and independently from the sets
Labpwq :“
!
i P rLs | Infďdi pfwq ě
τ
2
)
, Labpuq :“
!
i P rLs | Infďdi pfuq ě τ
)
.
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By the above argument (using Theorem 2.7), we have that for a good vertex u, Labpuq ‰ H.
Furthermore, since the sum of degree d influences is at most d, the above sets have size at most
2d{τ . Now, for any j P Labpuq, we have
τ ă Infďdj rfus “
ÿ
S:jPS,|S|ďd
}fu,S}2 “
ÿ
S:jPS,|S|ďd
›››› E
wPNpuq
”
fw,π´1uwpSq
ı››››2 pBy Definition.q
ď
ÿ
S:jPS,|S|ďd
E
wPNpuq
›››fw,π´1uwpSq›››2 “ EwPNpuq Infďdπ´1uwpjqrfws. pBy Convexity of square.q
Hence, by another averaging argument, there exists at least τ
2
fraction of neighbors w of u such
that Infďd
π´1uwpjq
pfwq ě τ2 and hence π´1uwpjq P Labpwq. Therefore, for a good vertex u P U , at least τ2 τ2d
fraction of edges incident on u are satisfied in expectation. Also, at least δ
2
fraction of vertices in U
are good, it follows that the expected fraction of edges that are satisfied by this random labeling is
at least δ
2
τ
2
τ
2d
. Choosing s ă δ
2
τ
2
τ
2d
completes the proof.
4 NP-Hardness of Covering
In this section, we prove Theorem 1.2. We give a reduction from an instance of a LABEL-COVER,
G “ pU, V,E, rLs, rRs, tπeuePEq as in Definition 2.4, to a P -CSP instance G “ pV, Eq for any predi-
cate P that satisfies the conditions mentioned in Theorem 1.2. The reduction and proof is similar
to that of Dinur and Kol [DK13]. The main difference is that they used a test and invariance prin-
ciple very specific to the 4-LIN predicate, while we show that a similar analysis can be performed
under milder conditions on the test distribution.
We assume that R “ dL and @i P rLs, e P E, |π´1e piq| “ d. This is done just for simplifying
the notation and the proof does not depend upon it. The set of variables V is V ˆ t0, 1u2R . Any
assignment to V is given by a set of functions fv : t0, 1u2R Ñ t0, 1u, for each v P V . The set of
constraints E is given by the following test which checks whether fv’s are long codes of a good
labeling to V .
Long Code Test T2
1. Choose u P U uniformly and v,w P V neighbors of u uniformly and independently at ran-
dom. For i P rLs, let Buvpiq :“ π´1uv piq, B1uvpiq :“ R` π´1uv piq and similarly for w.
2. Choose matricesX,Y of dimension kˆ2dL as follows. For S Ď r2dLs, we denote byX|S the
submatrix ofX restricted to the columns S. Independently for each i P rLs, choose c1 P t0, 1u
uniformly and
(a) if c1 “ 0, choose
`
X|BuvpiqYB1uvpiq, Y |BuwpiqYB1uwpiq
˘
from Pb2d0 b Pb2d1 ,
(b) if c1 “ 1, choose
`
X|BuvpiqYB1uvpiq, Y |BuwpiqYB1uwpiq
˘
from Pb2d1 b Pb2d0 .
3. Perturb X,Y as follows. Independently for each i P rLs, choose c2 P t˚, 0, 1u as follows:
Prrc2 “ ˚s “ 1 ´ 2ε, and Prrc2 “ 1s “ Prrc2 “ 0s “ ε. Perturb the ith matrix block`
X|BuvpiqYB1uvpiq, Y |BuwpiqYB1uwpiq
˘
as follows:
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(a) if c2 “ ˚, leave the matrix block
`
X|BuvpiqYB1uvpiq, Y |BuwpiqYB1uwpiq
˘
unperturbed,
(b) if c2 “ 0, choose
`
X|B1uvpiq, Y |B1uwpiq
˘
uniformly from t0, 1ukˆd ˆ t0, 1ukˆd,
(c) if c2 “ 1, choose
`
X|Buvpiq, Y |Buwpiq
˘
uniformly from t0, 1ukˆd ˆ t0, 1ukˆd.
4. Let x1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xk and y1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , yk be the rows of the matrices X and Y respectively. Accept if
pfvpx1q, ¨ ¨ ¨ , fvpxkq, fwpy1q, ¨ ¨ ¨ , fwpykqq P P.
Lemma 4.1 (Completeness) If G is an YES instance of LABEL-COVER, then there exists f, g such that
each of them covers 1´ ε fraction of E and they together cover all of E .
Proof: Let ℓ : U Y V Ñ rLs Y rRs be a labeling to G that satisfies all the constraints. Con-
sider the assignments fvpxq :“ xℓpvq and gvpxq :“ xR`ℓpvq for each v P V . First consider the
assignment f . For any pu, vq, pu,wq P E and x1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xk, y1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , yk chosen by the long code test
T2, pfvpx1q, ¨ ¨ ¨ , fvpxkqq, pfwpy1q, ¨ ¨ ¨ , fwpykqq gives the ℓpvqth and ℓpwqth column of the matricesX
and Y respectively. Since πuvpℓpvqq “ πuwpℓpwqq, they are jointly distributed either according to
P0 bP1 or P1 bP0 after Step 2. The probability that these rows are perturbed in Step 3c is at most
ε. Hence with probability 1´ ε over the test distribution, f is accepted. A similar argument shows
that the test accepts g with probability 1 ´ ε. Note that in Step 3, the columns given by f, g, are
never re-sampled uniformly together. Hence they together cover G.
Now we will show that if G is a NO instance of LABEL-COVER then no t assignments can
cover the 2k-LIN-CSP with constraint hypergraph G. For the rest of the analysis, we will use
`1,´1 instead of the symbols 0, 1. Suppose for contradiction, there exist t assignments f1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ft :
t˘1u2R Ñ t˘1u that form a t-cover to G. The probability that all the t assignments are rejected in
Step 4 is
E
u,v,w
E
T2
«
tź
i“1
1
2
˜
kź
j“1
fi,vpxjqfi,wpyjq ` 1
¸ff
“ 1
2t
` 1
2t
ÿ
HĂSĎt1,¨¨¨ ,tu
E
u,v,w
E
T2
«
kź
j“1
fS,vpxjqfS,wpyjq
ff
. (4.1)
where fS,vpxq :“
ś
iPS fi,vpxq. Since the t assignments form a t-cover, the LHS in Equation (4.1) is
0 and hence, there exists an S ‰ H such that
E
u,v,w
E
T2
«
kź
j“1
fS,vpxjqfS,wpyjq
ff
ď ´1{p2t ´ 1q. (4.2)
The following lemma shows that this is not possible if t is not too large, thus proving that there
does not a exist t-cover.
Lemma 4.2 (Soundness) Let c0 P p0, 1q be the constant from Theorem 2.5 and S Ď t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , tu, |S| ą 0.
If G is at most s-satisfiable then
E
u,v,w
E
X,Y PT2
«
kź
i“1
fS,vpxiqfS,wpyiq
ff
ě ´Opksc0{8q ´ 2Opkq s
p1´3c0q{8
ε3{2c0
.
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Proof: Notice that for a fixed u, the distribution of X and Y have identical marginals. Hence
the value of the above expectation, if calculated according to a distribution which is the direct
product of the marginals, is positive. We will first show that the expectation can change by at most
Opksc0{8q in moving to an attenuated version of the functions (see Claim 4.3). Then we will show
that the error incurred by changing the distribution to the product distribution of the marginals
has absolute value at most 2Opkq s
p1´3c0q{8
ε3{2c0
(see Claim 4.5). This is done by showing that there is a
labeling to G that satisfies an s fraction of the constraints if the error is more than 2Opkq s
p1´3c0q{8
ε3{2c0
.
For the rest of the analysis, we write fv and fw instead of fS,v and fS,w respectively. Let fv “ř
αĎr2Rs
pfvpαqχα be the Fourier decomposition of the function and for γ P p0, 1q, let T1´γfv :“ř
αĎr2Rsp1 ´ γq|α| pfvpαqχα. The following claim is similar to a lemma of Dinur and Kol [DK13,
Lemma 4.11]. The only difference in the proof is that, we use the smoothness from Property 2 of
Theorem 2.5 (which was shown by Ha˚stad [Ha˚s01, Lemma 6.9]).
Claim 4.3 Let γ :“ spc0`1q{4ε1{c0 where c0 is the constant from Theorem 2.5.ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ Eu,v,w ET2
«
kź
i“1
fvpxiqfwpyiq
ff
´ E
u,v,w
E
T2
«
kź
i“1
T1´γfvpxiqT1´γfwpyiq
ffˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď Opksc0{8q.
Proof: We will add the T1´γ operator to one function at a time and upper bound the absolute
value of the error incurred each time by Opsc0{8q. The total error is at most 2k times the error in
adding T1´γ to one function. Hence, it suffices to prove the followingˇˇˇˇ
ˇ Eu,v,w ET2
«
kź
i“1
fvpxiqfwpyiq
ff
´ E
u,v,w
E
T2
«˜
k´1ź
i“1
fvpxiqfwpyiq
¸
fvpxkqT1´γfwpykq
ffˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď Opsc0{8q. (4.3)
Recall that X,Y denote the matrices chosen by test T2. Let Y´k be the matrix obtained from Y
by removing the kth row and Fu,v,wpX,Y´kq :“
´śk´1
i“1 fvpxiqfwpyiq
¯
fvpxkq. Then, (4.3) can be
rewritten as ˇˇˇˇ
E
u,v,w
E
T2
rFu,v,wpX,Y´kq pI ´ T1´γq fwpykqs
ˇˇˇˇ
ď Opsc0{8q. (4.4)
Let U be the operator that maps functions on the variable yk, to one on the variables pX,Y´kq
defined by
pUfqpX,Y´kq :“ E
yk|X,Y´k
fpykq.
Let Gu,v,wpX,Y´kq :“ pUpI ´ T1´γqfwq pX,Y´kq. Note that EyPt0,1u2R Gu,v,wpyq “ 0. For the rest
of the analysis, fix u, v, w chosen by the test. We will omit the subscript u, v, w from now on
for notational convenience. The domain of G can be thought of as pt0, 1u2k´1q2dL and the test
distribution on any row is independent across the blocks tBuvpiq Y B1uvpiquiPrLs. We now think
of G as having domain
ś
iPrLs Ωi where Ωi “ pt0, 1u2k´1q2d corresponds to the set of rows in
Buvpiq YB1uvpiq. Let the following be the Efron-Stein decomposition of Gwith respect to T2,
GpX,Y´kq “
ÿ
αĎrLs
GαpX,Y´kq.
The following technical claim follows from a result similar to [DK13, Lemma 4.7] and then using
[Mos10, Proposition 2.12]. We defer its proof to Appendix B.
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Claim 4.4 For α Ď rLs
}Gα}2 ď p1´ εq|α|
ÿ
βĎr2Rs:rπuwpβq“α
´
1´ p1´ γq2|β|
¯ pfwpβq2 (4.5)
where rπuwpβq :“ ti P rLs : Dj P rRs, pj P β _ j `R P βq ^ πuvpjq “ iu.
Substituting the Efron-Stein decomposition of G,F into the LHS of (4.4) givesˇˇˇˇ
E
u,v,w
E
T2
rFu,v,wpX,Y´kq pI ´ T1´γq fwpykqs
ˇˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇˇ
E
u,v,w
E
T2
F pX,Y´kqGpX,Y´kq
ˇˇˇˇ
(By orthonormality of
Efron-Stein decomposition) “
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ Eu,v,w ÿ
αĎrLs
E
T2
FαpX,Y´kqGαpX,Y´kq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
(By Cauchy-Schwarz inequality) ď E
u,v,w
d ÿ
αĎrLs
}Fα}2 ¨
d ÿ
αĎrLs
}Gα}2
(Using
ÿ
αĎrLs
}Fα}2 “ }F }22 “ 1) ď E
u,v,w
d ÿ
αĎrLs
}Gα}2.
Using concavity of square root and substituting for }Gα}2 from Equation (4.5), we get that the
above is upper bounded bygfffe
ÿ
αĎrLs
ÿ
βĎr2Rs:rπuwpβq“α
E
u,v,w
p1´ εq|α|
´
1´ p1´ γq2|β|
¯ pfwpβq2loooooooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooooooon
“:Termu,wpα,βq
.
We will now break the above summation into three different parts and bound each part sepa-
rately.
Θ0 :“ E
u,w
ÿ
α,β:|α|ě 1
εsc0{4
Termu,wpα, βq, Θ1 :“ E
u,w
ÿ
α,β:|α|ă 1
εsc0{4
|β|ď 2
s1{4ε1{c0
Termu,wpα, βq,
Θ2 :“ E
u,w
ÿ
α,β:|α|ă 1
εsc0{4
|β|ą 2
s1{4ε1{c0
Termu,wpα, βq.
Upper bounding Θ0: When |α| ą 1εsc0{4 , p1 ´ εq|α| ă sc0{4. Also since fw is t`1,´1u valued,
sum of squares of Fourier coefficient is 1. Hence |Θ0| ă sc0{4.
Upper boundingΘ1: When |β| ď 2s1{4ε1{c0 ,
1´ p1´ γq2|β| ď 1´
ˆ
1´ 4
s1{4ε1{c0
γ
˙
“ 4
s1{4ε1{c0
γ “ 4sc0{4.
Again since the sum of squares of Fourier coefficients is 1, |Θ1| ď 4sc0{4.
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Upper boundingΘ2: From Property 2 of Theorem 2.5, we have that for any v P V and β with
|β| ą 2
s1{4ε1{c0
, the probability that |rπuvpβq| ă 1{εsc0{4, for a random neighbor u, is at most εsc0{4.
Hence |Θ2| ď sc0{4.
Fix u, v, w chosen by the test. Recall that we thought of fv as having domain
ś
iPrLsΩi where
Ωi “ t0, 1u2d corresponds to the set of coordinates in Buvpiq Y B1uvpiq. Since the grouping of
coordinates depends on u, we define Inf
u
i rfvs :“ Infirfvs where i P rLs for explicitness. From
Equation (2.1),
Inf
u
i rfvs “
ÿ
αĎr2dLs:iPrπuvpαq
pfvpαq2,
where rπuvpαq :“ ti P rLs : Dj P rRs, pj P α_ j `R P αq ^ πuvpjq “ iu.
Claim 4.5 Let τu,v,w :“
ř
iPrLs Inf
u
i rT1´γfvs ¨ Infui rT1´γfws.
E
u,v,w
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇET2
«
kź
i“1
T1´γfvpxiqT1´γfwpyiq
ff
´ E
T2
«
kź
i“1
T1´γfvpxiq
ff
E
T2
«
kź
i“1
T1´γfwpyiq
ffˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ď 2Opkq
d
Eu,v,w τu,v,w
γ
.
Proof: It is easy to check that
ř
iPrLs Inf
u
i rT1´γfvs ď 1{γ (c.f., [Wen13, Lemma 1.13]). For any
u, v, w, since the test distribution satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2.8, we getˇˇˇˇ
ˇET2
«
kź
i“1
T1´γfvpxiqT1´γfwpyiq
ff
´ E
T2
«
kź
i“1
T1´γfvpxiq
ff
E
T2
«
kź
i“1
T1´γfwpyiq
ffˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď 2Opkq
c
τu,v,w
γ
.
The claim follows by taking expectation over u, v, w and using the concavity of square root.
From Claim 4.5 and Claim 4.3 and using the fact the the marginals of the test distribution T2
on px1, . . . , xkq is the same as marginals on py1, . . . , ykq, for γ :“ spc0`1q{4ε1{c0 , we get
E
u,v,w
E
X,Y PT2
«
kź
i“1
fvpxiqfwpyiq
ff
ě ´Opksc0{8q ´ 2Opkq
d
Eu,v,w τu,v,w
γ
` E
u
˜
E
v
E
T2
«
kź
i“1
T1´γfvpxiq
ff¸2
. (4.6)
If τu,v,w in expectation is large, there is a standard way of decoding the assignments to a label-
ing to the label cover instance, as shown in Claim 4.6.
Claim 4.6 If G is an at most s-satisfiable instance of LABEL-COVER then
E
u,v,w
τu,v,w ď s
γ2
.
Proof: Note that
ř
αĎr2Rsp1´ γq|α| pfvpαq2 ď 1. We will give a randomized labeling to the LABEL-
COVER instance. For each v P V , choose a random α Ď r2Rs with probability p1 ´ γq|α| pfvpαq2 and
assign a uniformly random label j in α to v; if the label j ě R, change the label to j ´R and with
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the remaining probability assign an arbitrary label. For u P U , choose a random neighbor w P V
and a random β Ď r2Rswith probability p1´ γq|β| pfwpβq2, choose a random label ℓ in β and assign
the label rπuwpℓq to u. With the remaining probability, assign an arbitrary label. The fraction of
edges satisfied by this labeling is at least
E
u,v,w
ÿ
iPrLs
ÿ
pα,βq:iPrπuvpαq,iPrπuwpβq
p1´ γq|α|`|β|
|α| ¨ |β|
pfvpαq2 pfwpβq2.
Using the fact that 1{r ě γp1 ´ γqr for every r ą 0 and γ P r0, 1s, we lower bound 1|α| and 1|β| by
γp1´ γq|α| and γp1´ γq|β| respectively. The above is then lower bounded by
γ2 E
u,v,w
ÿ
iPrLs
¨˝ ÿ
α:iPrπuvpαqp1´ γq
2|α| pfvpαq2‚˛
¨˝ ÿ
β:iPrπuwpβqp1´ γq
2|β| pfwpβq2‚˛“ γ2 E
u,v,w
τu,v,w.
Since G is at most s-satisfiable, the labeling can satisfy at most s fraction of constraints and the
above equation is upper bounded by s.
Lemma 4.2 follows from the above claim and Equation 4.6.
Proof: [Proof of Theorem 1.2.] Using Theorem 2.5, the size of the CSP instance G produced by
the reduction is N “ nr22Oprq and the parameter s ď 2´d0r . Setting r “ Θplog log nq, gives that
N “ 2polyplognq for a constant k. Lemma 4.2 and Equation 4.2 imply that
Opksc0{8q ` 2Opkq s
p1´3c0q{8
ε3{2c0
ě 1
2t ´ 1 .
Since k is a constant, this gives that t “ Ωplog log nq.
5 Improvement to covering hardness of 4-LIN.
In this section, we prove Theorem 1.4. We give a reduction from an instance of LABEL-COVER,
G “ pU, V,E, rLs, rRs, tπeuePEq as in Definition 2.4, to a 4-LIN-CSP instance G “ pV, Eq. The set of
variables V is V ˆt0, 1u2R . Any assignment to V is given by a set of functions fv : t0, 1u2R Ñ t0, 1u,
for each v P V . The set of constraints E is given by the following test which checks whether fv’s
are long codes of a good labeling to V .
Long Code Test T3
1. Choose u P U uniformly and neighbors v,w P V of u uniformly and independently at ran-
dom.
2. Choose x, x1, z, z1 uniformly and independently from t0, 1u2R and y from t0, 1u2L. Choose
pη, η1q P t0, 1u2L ˆt0, 1u2L as follows: Independently for each i P rLs, pηi, ηL`i, η1i, η1L`iq is set
to
(a) p0, 0, 0, 0q with probability 1´ 2ε,
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(b) p1, 0, 1, 0q with probability ε and
(c) p0, 1, 0, 1q with probability ε.
3. For y P t0, 1u2L , let y ˝ πuv P t0, 1u2R be the string such that py ˝ πuvqi :“ yπuvpiq for i P rRs
and py ˝πuvqi :“ yπuvpi´Rq`L otherwise. Given η P t0, 1u2L, z P t0, 1u2R , the string η ˝πuv ¨ z P
t0, 1u2R is obtained by taking coordinate-wise product of η ˝ πuv and z. Accept iff
fvpxq`fvpx`y˝πuv`η˝πuv ¨zq`fwpx1q`fwpx1`y˝πuw`η1˝πuw ¨z1`1q “ 1 pmod 2q. (5.1)
(Here by addition of strings, we mean the coordinate-wise sum modulo 2.)
Lemma 5.1 (Completeness) If G is an YES instance of LABEL-COVER, then there exists f, g such that
each of them covers 1´ ε fraction of E and they together cover all of E .
Proof: Let ℓ : U Y V Ñ rLs Y rRs be a labeling to G that satisfies all the constraints. Consider the
assignments given by fvpxq :“ xℓpvq and gvpxq :“ xR`ℓpvq for each v P V . On input fv, for any pair
of edges pu, vq, pu,wq P E, and x, x1, z, z1, η, η1, y chosen by the long code test T3, the LHS in (5.1)
evaluates to
xℓpvq ` xℓpvq ` yℓpuq ` ηℓpuqzℓpvq ` x1ℓpwq ` x1ℓpwq ` yℓpuq ` η1ℓpuqz1ℓpwq ` 1 “ ηℓpuqzℓpvq ` η1ℓpuqz1ℓpwq ` 1.
Similarly for gv, the expression evaluates to ηL`ℓpuqzR`ℓpvq ` η1L`ℓpuqz1R`ℓpwq ` 1. Since pηi, η1iq “
p0, 0q with probability 1 ´ ε, each of f, g covers 1 ´ ε fraction of E . Also for i P rLs whenever
pηi, η1iq “ p1, 1q, pηL`i, η1L`iq “ p0, 0q and vice versa. So one of the two evaluations above is 1
pmod 2q. Hence the pair of assignment f, g cover E .
Lemma 5.2 (Soundness) Let c0 be the constant from Theorem 2.5. If G is at most s-satisfiable with
s ă δ10{c0`5
4
, then any independent set in G has fractional size at most δ.
Proof: Let I Ď V be an independent set of fractional size δ in the constraint graph G. For every
variable v P V , let fv : t0, 1u2R Ñ t0, 1u be the indicator function of the independent set restricted
to the vertices that correspond to v. Since I is an independent set, we have
E
u,v,w
E
x,x1,
z,z1,
η,η1 ,y
“
fvpxqfvpx` y ˝ πuv ` η ˝ πuv ¨ zqfwpx1qfwpx1 ` y ˝ πuw ` η1 ˝ πuw ¨ z1 ` 1q
‰ “ 0. (5.2)
For α Ď r2Rs, let π‘uvpαq Ď r2Ls be the set containing elements i P r2Ls such that if i ă L there
are an odd number of j P rRs X α with πuvpjq “ i and if i ě L there are an odd number of
j P pr2RszrRsq X α with πuvpj ´ Rq “ i ´ L . It is easy to see that χαpy ˝ πuwq “ χπ‘uvpαqpyq.
Expanding fv in the Fourier basis and taking expectation over x, x
1 and y, we get that
E
u,v,w
ÿ
α,βĎr2Rs:π‘uvpαq“π
‘
uwpβq
pfvpαq2 pfwpβq2p´1q|β| E
z,z1,η,η1
“
χαpη ˝ πuv ¨ zqχβpη1 ˝ πuw ¨ z1q
‰ “ 0. (5.3)
Now the expectation over z, z1 simplifies as
E
u,v,w
ÿ
α,βĎr2Rs:π‘uvpαq“π
‘
uwpβq
pfvpαq2 pfwpβq2p´1q|β| Pr
η,η1
rα ¨ pη ˝ πuvq “ β ¨ pη1 ˝ πuwq “ 0¯sloooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooon
“:Termu,v,wpα,βq
“ 0, (5.4)
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where we think of α, β as the characteristic vectors in t0, 1u2R of the corresponding sets. We will
now break up the above summation into different parts and bound each part separately. For a
projection π : rRs Ñ rLs, define rπpαq :“ ti P rLs : Dj P rRs, pj P α _ j ` R P αq ^ pπpjq “ iqu. We
need the following definitions.
Θ0 :“ E
u,v,w
ÿ
α,β:
π‘uvpαq“π
‘
uwpβq“H
Termu,v,wpα, βq,
Θ1 :“ E
u,v,w
ÿ
α,β:
π‘uvpαq“π
‘
uwpβq‰H,
maxt|α|,|β|uď2{δ5{c0
Termu,v,wpα, βq,
Θ2 :“ E
u,v,w
ÿ
α,β:
π‘uvpαq“π
‘
uwpβq‰H,
maxt|rπuvpαq|,|rπuwpβq|uě1{δ5
Termu,v,wpα, βq,
Θ3 :“ E
u,v,w
ÿ
α,β:
π‘uvpαq“π
‘
uwpβq‰H,
maxt|α|,|β|uą2{δ5{c0 ,
maxt|rπuvpαq|,|rπuwpβq|uă1{δ5
Termu,v,wpα, βq.
Lower bounding Θ0: If π
‘
uwpβq “ H, then |β| is even. Hence, all the terms in Θ0 are positive
and
Θ0 ě E
u,v,w
Termu,v,wp0, 0q “ E
u
´
E
v
pfvp0q2¯2 ě ˆ E
u,v
pfvp0q˙4 “ δ4.
Upper bounding Θ1: Consider the following strategy for labeling vertices u P U and v P V .
For u P U , pick a random neighbor v, choose α with probability pfvpαq2 and set its label to a
random element in rπuvpαq. For w P V , choose β with probability pfwpβq2 and set its label to a
random element of β. If the label j ě R, change the label to j ´R. The probability that a random
edge pu,wq of the label cover is satisfied by this labeling is
E
u,v,w
ÿ
α,β:rπuvpαqXrπuwpβq‰H
pfvpαq2 pfwpβq2 1|rπuvpαq| ¨ |β| ě Eu,v,w ÿα,β:
π‘uvpαq“π
‘
uwpβq‰H
maxt|α|,|β|uď2{δ5{c0
pfvpαq2 pfwpβq2 δ10{c0
4
ě |Θ1| ¨ δ
10{c0
4
.
Since the instance is at most s-satisfiable, the above is upper bounded by s. Choosing s ă δ10{c0`5
4
,
will imply |Θ1| ď δ5.
Upper boundingΘ2: Suppose |rπuvpαq| ě 1{δ5, then note that
Pr
η,η1
rα ¨ pη ˝ πuvq “ β ¨ pη1 ˝ πuwq “ 0s ď Pr
η
rα ¨ pη ˝ πuvq “ 0s ď p1´ εq|rπuvpαq| ď p1´ εq1{δ5 .
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Since the sum of squares of Fourier coefficients of f is less than 1 and ε is a constant, we get that
|Θ2| ď 1{2Ωp1{δ5q ă Opδ5q.
Upper bounding Θ3: From the third property of Theorem 2.5, we have that for any v P V
and α Ď r2Rs with |α| ą 2{δ5{c0 , the probability that |rπuvpαq| ă 1{δ5, for a random neighbor u of
v, is at most δ5. Hence |Θ3| ď δ5.
On substituting the above bounds in Equation (5.4), we get that δ4 ´Opδ5q ď 0 which gives
a contradiction for small enough δ. Hence there is no independent set in G of size δ.
Proof: [Proof of Theorem 1.4] From Theorem 2.5, the size of the CSP instance G produced by
the reduction is N “ nr22Oprq and the parameter s ď 2´d0r. Setting r “ Θplog log nq, gives that
N “ 2polyplognq and the size of the largest independent set δ “ 1{polyplog nq “ 1{polyplogNq.
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A Invariance Principle for correlated spaces
Theorem 2.8 (Invariance Principle for correlated spaces) [Restated] Let pΩk1ˆΩk2, µq be a correlated
probability space such that the marginal of µ on any pair of coordinates one each from Ω1 andΩ2 is a product
distribution. Let µ1, µ2 be the marginals of µ on Ω
k
1 and Ω
k
2 respectively. Let X,Y be two random k ˆ L
dimensional matrices chosen as follows: independently for every i P rLs, the pair of columns pxi, yiq P
Ωk1 ˆ Ωk2 is chosen from µ. Let xi, yi denote the ith rows of X and Y respectively. If F : ΩL1 Ñ r´1,`1s
and G : ΩL2 Ñ r´1,`1s are functions such that
τ :“
dÿ
iPrLs
InfirF s ¨ InfirGs and Γ :“ max
$&%
d ÿ
iPrLs
InfirF s,
d ÿ
iPrLs
InfirGs
,.- ,
then ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ E
pX,Y qPµbL
»–ź
iPrks
F pxiqGpyiq
fifl´ E
XPµbL1
»–ź
iPrks
F pxiq
fifl E
Y PµbL2
»–ź
iPrks
Gpyiq
fiflˇˇˇˇˇˇ ď 2OpkqΓτ. (A.1)
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Proof:
We will prove the theorem by using the hybrid argument. For i P rL ` 1s, let Xpiq, Y piq be
distributed according to pµ1 b µ2qbi b µbL´i. Thus, pXp0q, Y p0qq “ pX,Y q is distributed according
to µbL while pXpLq, Y pLqq is distributed according to pµ1 b µ2qbL. For i P rLs, define
erri :“
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ EXpiq,Y piq
«
kź
j“1
F pxpiqj qGpypiqj q
ff
´ E
Xpi`1q,Y pi`1q
«
kź
j“1
F pxpi`1qj qGpypi`1qj q
ffˇˇˇˇ
ˇ . (A.2)
The left hand side of Equation (2.2) is upper bounded by
ř
iPrLs erri. Now for a fixed i, we will
bound erri. We use the Efron-Stein decomposition of F,G to split them into two parts: the part
which depends on the ith input and the part independent of the ith input.
F “ F0 ` F1 where F0 :“
ÿ
α:iRα
Fα and F1 :“
ÿ
α:iPα
Fα.
G “ G0 `G1 where G0 :“
ÿ
β:iRβ
Gβ and G1 :“
ÿ
β:iPβ
Gβ .
Note that Inf irF s “ }F1}22 and Inf irGs “ }G1}22. Furthermore, the functions F0 and F1 are bounded
since F0pxq “ Ex1 rF px
1q|x1rLszi “ xrLszis P r´1,`1s and F1pxq “ F pxq ´ F0pxq P r´2,`2s. For
a P t0, 1uk , let FapXq :“
śk
j“1 Faj pxjq. Similarly G0, G1 are bounded and Ga defined analogously.
Substituting these definitions in Equation (A.2) and expanding the products gives
erri “
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ÿ
a,bPt0,1uk
ˆ
E
Xpiq,Y piq
”
FapXpiqqGbpY piqq
ı
´ E
Xpi`1q,Y pi`1q
”
FapXpi`1qqGbpY pi`1qq
ı˙ˇˇˇˇˇˇ .
Since both the distributions are identical on pΩk1qbL and pΩk2qbL, all terms with a “ 0¯ or b “ 0¯ are
zero. Because µ is uniform on any pair of coordinates on each from theΩ1 andΩ2 sides, termswith
|a| “ |b| “ 1 also evaluates to zero. Now consider the remaining termswith |a|, |b| ě 1, |a|`|b| ą 2.
Consider one such term where a1, a2 “ 1 and b1 “ 1. In this case, by Cauchy-Schwarz inequality
we have thatˇˇˇˇ
E
Xpi´1q,Y pi´1q
”
FapXpi´1qqGbpY pi´1qq
ıˇˇˇˇ
ď
a
EF1px1q2G1py1q2 ¨ }F1}2 ¨
›››››ź
ją2
Faj
›››››
8
¨
›››››ź
ją1
Gbj
›››››
8
.
From the facts that the marginal of µ to any pair of coordinates one each from Ω1 and Ω2 sides are
uniform, InfirF s “ }F1}22 and |F0pxq|, |F1pxq|, |G0pxq|, |G1pxq| are all bounded by 2, the right side
of above becomesa
EF1px1q2
a
EG1py1q2 ¨ }F1}2 ¨
›››››ź
ją2
Faj
›››››
8
¨
›››››ź
ją1
Gbj
›››››
8
ď
a
InfirF s2Inf irGs ¨ 22k.
All the other terms corresponding to other pa, bq which are at most 22k in number, are bounded
analogously. Hence,ÿ
iPrLs
erri ď 24k
ÿ
iPrLs
´a
Inf irF s2InfirGs `
a
InfirF sInf irGs2
¯
“ 24k
ÿ
iPrLs
a
InfirF sInf irGs
´a
InfirF s `
a
Inf irGs
¯
.
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By applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, followed by a triangle inequality, we obtain
ÿ
iPrLs
erri ď 24k
d ÿ
iPrLs
Inf irF sInf irGs
¨˝d ÿ
iPrLs
InfirF s `
dÿ
iPrLs
InfirGs‚˛.
Thus, proved.
B Proof of Claim 4.4
We will be reusing the notation introduced in the long code test T2. We denote the k ˆ 2d dimen-
sional matrix X|BpiqYB1piq by Xi and Y |BpiqYB1piq by Y i. Also by Xij , we mean the jth row of the
matrix Xi and Y i´k is the first k ´ 1 rows of Y i. The spaces of the random variables Xi,Xij , Y i´k
will be denoted by X i,X ij ,Y
i
´k.
Before we proceed to the proof of claim, we need a few definitions and lemmas related to
correlated spaces defined by Mossel [Mos10].
Definition B.1 Let pΩ1ˆΩ2, µq be a finite correlated space, the correlation betweenΩ1 andΩ2 with respect
to µ us defined as
ρpΩ1,Ω2;µq :“ max
f :Ω1ÑR,Erfs“0,Erf2sď1
g:Ω2ÑR,Ergs“0,Erg2sď1
E
px,yq„µ
r|fpxqgpyq|s.
Definition B.2 (Markov Operator) Let pΩ1 ˆ Ω2, µq be a finite correlated space, the Markov operator,
associated with this space, denoted by U , maps a function g : Ω2 Ñ R to functions Ug : Ω1 Ñ R by the
following map:
pUgqpxq :“ E
pX,Y q„µ
rgpY q | X “ xs.
The following results (from [Mos10]) provide a way to upper bound correlation of a correlated
spaces.
Lemma B.3 ([Mos10, Lemma 2.8]) Let pΩ1ˆΩ2, µq be a finite correlated space. Let g : Ω2 Ñ R be such
that Epx,yq„µrgpyqs “ 0 and Epx,yq„µrgpyq2s ď 1. Then, among all functions f : Ω1 Ñ R that satisfy
Epx,yq„µrfpxq2s ď 1, the maximum value of |Erfpxqgpyqs| is given as:
|Erfpxqgpyqs| “
c
E
px,yq„µ
rpUgpxqq2s.
Proposition B.4 ([Mos10, Proposition 2.11]) Let pśni“1 Ωp1qi ˆśni“1Ωp2qi ,śni“1 µiq be a product cor-
related spaces. Let g :
śn
i“1 Ω
p2q
i Ñ R be a function and U be the Markov operator mapping functions form
space
śn
i“1 Ω
p2q
i to the functions on space
śn
i“1 Ω
p1q
i . If g “
ř
SĎrns gS and Ug “
ř
SĎrnspUgqS be the
Efron-Stein decomposition of g and Ug respectively then,
pUgqS “ UpgSq
i.e. the Efron-Stein decomposition commutes with Markov operators.
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Proposition B.5 ([Mos10, Proposition 2.12]) Assume the setting of Proposition B.4 and furthermore
assume that ρpΩp1qi ,Ωp2qi ;µiq ď ρ for all i P rns, then for all g it holds that
}UpgSq}2 ď ρ|S|}gS}2.
We will prove the following claim.
Claim B.6 For each i P rLs,
ρ
`
X i ˆ Y i´k,Y ik;T i2
˘ ď ?1´ ε.
Before proving this claim, first let’s see how it leads to the proof of Claim 4.4.
Proof: [Proof of Claim 4.4] Proposition B.4 shows that the Markov operator U commutes with
taking the Efron-Stein decomposition. Hence, Gα :“ pUppI ´ T1´γqfwqqα “ UppI ´ T1´γqpfwqαq,
where pfwqα is the Efron-Stein decomposition of fw w.r.t themarginal distribution of T2 on
śL
i“1 Y
i
k
which is a uniform distribution. Therefore, pfwqα “
ř
βĎr2Rs,rπuwpβq“α fˆwpβqχβ . Using Proposition B.5 and
Claim B.6, we have
}Gα}22 “ }UppI ´ T1´γqpfwqαq}22 ď p
?
1´ εq2|α|}pI ´ T1´γqpfwqα}22
“ p1´ εq|α|
ÿ
βĎr2Rs:rπuwpβq“α
´
1´ p1´ γq2|β|
¯
fˆwpβq2,
where the norms are with respect to the marginals of T2 in the corresponding spaces.
Proof: [Proof of Claim B.6] Recall the random variable c2 P t˚, 0, 1u defined in Step 3 of test
T2 . Let g and f be the functions that satisfies Ergs “ Erf s “ 0 and Erg2s,Erf2s ď 1 such that
ρ
`
X i ˆ Y i´k,Y ik;T i2
˘ “ Er|fg|s. Define theMarkov Operator
UgpXi, Y i´kq “ E
pX˜,Y˜ q„T i2
rgpY˜kq | pX˜, Y˜´kq “ pXi, Y i´kqs.
By Lemma B.3, we have
ρ
`
X i ˆ Y i´k,Y ik;T i2
˘2 ď E
T i2
rUgpXi, Y i´kq2s
“ p1´ 2εq E
T i2
rUgpXi, Y i´kq2 | c2 “ ˚s ` ε E
T i2
rUgpXi, Y i´kq2 | c2 “ 0s`
ε E
T i2
rUgpXi, Y i´kq2 | c2 “ 1s
ď p1´ 2εq ` ε E
T i2
rUgpXi, Y i´kq2 | c2 “ 0s ` ε E
T i2
rUgpXi, Y i´kq2 | c2 “ 1s,
where the last inequality uses the fact that ET i2 rUgpXi, Y i´kq2 | c2 “ ˚s “ Erg2s which is at most 1.
Consider the case when c2 “ 0. By definition, we have
E
T i2
rUgpXi, Y i´kq2 | c2 “ 0s “ Eˆ
Xi,
Y i´k
˙
„T i2
˜
E
pX˜,Y˜ q„T i2
rgpY˜kq | pX˜, Y˜´kq “ pXi, Y i´kq ^ c2 “ 0s¸
2
.
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Under the conditioning, for any fixed value ofXi, Y i´k, the value of Y˜k|B1piq is a uniformly random
string whereas Y˜k|Bpiq is a fixed string (since the parity of all columns in Bpiq is 1). Let U be the
uniform distribution on t´1,`1ud and PpXi, Y i´kq P t`1,´1ud denotes the column wise parities
of
”
Xi|Bpiq
Y i´k|Bpiq
ı
.
E
T i2
rUgpXi, Y i´kq2 | c2 “ 0s “ E
Xi,Y i´k„T
i
2
˜
E
pX˜,Y˜ q„T i2
”
gpY˜kq | pX˜,Y˜´kq“pXi,Y i´kq^c2“0
ı¸2
“ E
Xi,Y i´k„T
i
2 ,
z“PpXi,Y i´kq
ˆ
E
r„U
rgp´z, rqs
˙2
“ E
z„U
ˆ
E
r„U
rgpz, rqs
˙2
(Since marginal on z is uniform)
“ E
z„U
¨˝
E
rPU
ÿ
αĎBpiqYB1piq
gˆpαqχαpz, rq‚˛
2
“ E
z„U
¨˝ ÿ
αĎBpiqYB1piq
gˆpαq E
rPU
rχαpz, rqs‚˛
2
“ E
z„U
¨˝ ÿ
αĎBpiq
gˆpαqχαpzq‚˛
2
“
ÿ
αĎBpiq
gˆpαq2.
Similarly we have,
E
T i2
rUgpXi, Y i´kq2 | c2 “ 1s “
ÿ
αĎB1piq
gˆpαq2.
Now we can bound the correlation as follows:
ρ
`
X i ˆ Y i´k,Y ik;T i2
˘2 ďp1´ 2εq ` ε ÿ
αĎBpiq
gˆpαq2 ` ε
ÿ
αĎB1piq
gˆpαq2
ďp1´ 2εq ` ε
ÿ
αĎBpiqYB1piq
gˆpαq2 (Using gˆpφq “ Ergs “ 0)
ďp1´ εq. (Using Erg2s ď 1 and Parseval’s Identity)
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